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a b s t r a c t
Homogeneous entangled networks characterized by small world, large girths, and no
community structure have attracted much attention due to some of their favorable
performances. However, the optimization algorithm proposed by Donetti et al. is very
time-consuming and will lose its efficiency when the size of the target network becomes
large. In this paper, an alternative optimization algorithm is provided to get optimal
symmetric networks by minimizing the average shortest path length. It is shown that the
synchronizability of a symmetric network is enhanced when the average shortest path
length of the network is shortened as the optimization proceeds, which suggests that the
optimal symmetric networks in terms of minimizing average shortest path length will
be very close to those entangled networks. In order to overcome the time-consuming
obstacle of the optimization algorithms proposed by us and Donetti et al., a growth model
is proposed to get large scale sub-optimal symmetric networks. Numerical simulations
show that the symmetric networks derived by our growth model will have small-world
property, and besides, these networks will have many other similar favorable performances
as entangled networks, e.g., robustness against errors and attacks, very good load balancing
ability, and strong synchronizability.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently there have been many exciting developments in understanding the topologies of natural and artificial networks,
e.g., one of the most famous discovery is that many real-world complex networks have scale-free degree distribution which
is considered as a mathematical description of very heterogeneous structure [1–3]. Maybe such a topology is the masterpiece
of the nature, in fact, a large number of studies reveal that networks with such a structure always have very small average
shortest path length [4] which has a strong relationship with the performance of these networks, e.g., small average shortest
path length can reduce the communication cost [5] and increase the ability of synchronization [6–11]. However, every coin
has its flip side, such a hub-based structure may cause some serious problems: (i) although the networks with hub-based
structure may be robust to random error, they will be quickly broken down when the hubs (i.e., the nodes with much larger
degree) are attacked [12–14], which is especially unacceptable in military applications; (ii) the important roles of these
hubs in a communication network or a traffic network will result in heavy loads on them, which is the main reason for
network congestion problems [15–17]; and (iii) the heterogeneous structure itself will decrease the synchronizability of the
networks although its concomitant, small average shortest path length, will influence the synchronizability by contrast [18].
These facts raise a natural question: can we design a symmetric network, in which every node has the same degree, with the
same small average shortest path length as those hub-based networks, e.g., scale-free networks? Generally, such networks
will overcome the above three problems without losing any other favorable performances.
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Fig. 1. Three cage graphs (top) for k = 3, Petersen (g = 5), Heawood (g = 6), McGee (g = 7) graphs respectively from left to right, and their corresponding
broad-first search spanning trees (BFSSTs) with the filled nodes (randomly selected with a uniform distribution) as the root nodes of the trees.

In fact, Donetti et al. [19,20] have studied this problem for several years and proposed a new family of networks with all
of the above favorable performances, named as entangled networks, through optimizing the synchronizability of networks
with fixed number N of nodes and an average connectivity degree hki. These networks have extremely homogeneous
structure and can be characterized by small average shortest path lengths, large girths, and no community structure. For
small values of N and k, some of these optimal networks, with another name cage graphs, have also been studied by many
mathematicians. A (k, g )-cage graph is a k-symmetric graph (i.e., every node has the same degree k) of girth g having the
minimum possible number of nodes [21], e.g., for k = 3 and g = 5, 6, 7, the corresponding cage graphs are called Petersen,
Heawood, and McGee graphs respectively, as is shown in Fig. 1(top). Fig. 1(bottom) shows their broad-first search spanning
trees (BFSST) with those filled nodes (randomly selected with a uniform distribution) as the root nodes of the trees. Generally,
a BFSST can visually reflect the average shortest path length between a selected root node and the other nodes in the network.
The entangled networks may be a good choice if we want to design an optimal network with a small number of
nodes (N < 100). However, for large values of N, it will be very difficult to construct an entangled network for the
optimization algorithm becomes time-consuming. In such a situation, instead, Cayley-graph Ramanujan networks may be
a good substitute for the reason that they have similar structures as the optimal network and are very easy to design [20].
In the construction of these networks, however, there exist some restrictions on the number of nodes N and the degree k,
i.e., the degree can only be an odd prime number plus one while the number of nodes grows as the third power of a larger
odd prime. These tough restrictions are obviously inconducive to their applications.
In order to speed up the optimization process proposed in [19], in this paper we give an alternative optimization
algorithm to get optimal symmetric networks by minimizing average shortest path length. Simulation shows that in a
symmetric network, synchronizability is enhanced linearly when the average shortest path length is shortened as the
optimization proceeds, which suggests that the optimal symmetric networks in terms of minimizing average shortest
path length will be very close to the entangled networks. Although our optimization algorithm is more efficient than
that proposed by Donetti et al. [19], however, it is also very time-consuming when the network size is much large,
to overcome such an obstacle, a growth model is then proposed to get large scale sub-optimal symmetric networks.
Numerical simulations show that such symmetric networks will indeed have small-world property and many other
favorable performances as entangled networks, e.g., robustness against errors and attacks, very good load balancing ability,
and strong synchronizability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the optimal symmetric networks are produced by solving a
constrained network optimization problem, the resultant networks have small-world property and strong synchronizability
as entangled networks. In Section 3, a sub-optimal symmetric network growth model with small-world property is proposed
and a lower bound of the average shortest path length for symmetric networks is provided. A number of performances
containing error and attack tolerance, load distribution, and synchronizability are tested through the simulations in
Section 4. Our work is summarized in Section 5.
2. Optimal symmetric networks
A constrained optimization problem is considered in this section to minimize the average shortest path length of the
target network under the constraints that: (i) the numbers of nodes and links are fixed; and (ii) the network remains
homogeneous all the time.
The shortest path length d(i, j) between node i and node j in a network is defined as the smallest number of links included
in any path between the two nodes. Then the objective function of the optimal problem, i.e., the average shortest path length
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Fig. 2. The depiction of neighbors exchanging. Each time, two nodes i and j with their respective neighbors w and v are randomly selected, then change
their neighbors, i.e., link node w to node j and node v to node i and at the same time release the original links between node w and node i, as well as that
between node v and node j.

Fig. 3. The topology of an optimal symmetric network derived by our optimal algorithm with 100 nodes and 200 links.

D, can be written as:
D=

2

N X
i−1
X

N × (N − 1) i=2 j=1

d(i, j).

(1)

where N is the number of nodes in the network.
Our optimization method used in the numerical simulation is a Metropolis scheme at zero temperature [22], described
as follows:
(i) Initialization: generate a regular network with fixed N and k, as is shown in Fig. 2(a).
(ii) Neighbors exchanging: two nodes i and j with their respective neighbors w and v are randomly selected, satisfying that
i, j, w , and v are four different nodes, and there are no links between node i and node v , as well as between node j and
node w , as is shown in Fig. 2(a). Then change their neighbors, i.e., link node w to node j and node v to node i and release
the original links between node w and node i, as well as that between node v and node j, as is shown in Fig. 2(b). This
ensures that the degree of each node k as well as the size of the network N is fixed during the network operations.
(iii) Connectedness control: if the network is not connected after exchanging neighbors, (ii) is repeated; otherwise, go to
(iv).
(iv) Energetic control: the new value of D(t + 1) at time t + 1 is calculated. The new configuration is accepted only if it
is energetically favorable, i.e., only if D(t + 1) < D(t ), otherwise the change is rejected and return to (ii), at the same
time, set D(t + 1) = D(t ) and t = t + 1.
Zero-temperature setting can ensure feasible optimality of the emerging network structure [22]. The minimization
algorithm stops after F consecutive failed changes on the network. We choose F = N (N − 1)k2 /2 so that, on average,
each pair of nodes are allowed to change their neighbors k2 times. A sample of the optimal symmetric network derived by
our algorithm with 100 nodes and 200 links is shown in Fig. 3.
In the remaining parts of this section, we will study the relationship between the synchronizability and the average
shortest path length in symmetric networks, and the trend that the average shortest path length increases as an optimal
symmetric network is enlarged.
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Fig. 4. The relationship between the ratio λN /λ2 and the shortest path length L for the transitional networks in the optimization process. Each of these
networks is symmetric and has 100 nodes and 200 links. As the optimization proceeds, the ratio λN /λ2 and the average shortest path length L will both
decrease, and their relationship can be formulated as a nearly linear function, i.e., λN /λ2 ∼ L.

2.1. Synchronizability
Synchronization is one of the most common dynamical processes taking place on complex networks. Synchronizability
of a network of oscillators can be quantified through the eigenvalue spectrum of the Laplacian matrix L defined by Lij = −1
if nodes i and j are connected, Lii = ki if node i is directly connected to ki other nodes, and Lij = 0 otherwise [18]. Let
λ1 , . . . , λN denote the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix L with the assumption that

λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λN .

(2)

It has been known that λ1 = 0, and λ2 > 0 if the network is connected. Then the ratio λN /λ2 depends only on the
topology of interactions among oscillators and this can be used to qualify the synchronizability of a network, i.e., the larger
the ratio, the more difficult it is to synchronize the oscillators, and vice versa [11,18,19].
Generally, the small average shortest path length and the low heterogeneity will cause a network to have strong
synchronizability. In our optimization procedure, however, the network remains homogeneous, so it can be expected that
synchronizability will be enhanced when the average shortest path length is shortened as the optimization proceeds. In
fact, their relationship can be formulated as a nearly linear function, i.e., λN /λ2 ∼ L, as is shown in Fig. 4. This fact indicates
that, in nature, the optimal symmetric networks in terms of minimizing average shortest path length are very close to those
homogeneous entangled networks derived by Donetti et al.
2.2. Average shortest path length
It is widely believed that as a network becomes more heterogeneous, its average shortest path length will decrease
accordingly [4,23]. For example, for the same size and the same average degree, the average shortest path length of a BA
scale-free network [2] is always shorter than that of a ER random network [24] or a WS small-world network [23], and the
latter is also shorter than that of a regular network or a lattice. This is mainly because there are several hubs (i.e., the nodes
with higher degree) in those heterogeneous networks and each pair of the remaining nodes can be connected with a very
short path through these hubs.
In fact, nowadays research shows that WS small-world networks and ER random networks have small-world
properties [23,25], i.e., L(N ) ∼ ln N, and specially, some scale-free networks are ultra small world [4], i.e., L(N ) ∼ ln ln N,
where N is the size of a network, whereas regular networks and lattices have no such property. It raises a question: Can
a symmetric network have small-world property? The answer is true. In a numerical simulation calculated by us, seven
optimal symmetric networks with common parameter k = 4 and different network sizes N = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100
are derived by our optimization algorithm. And it is found that their average shortest path lengths follow L(N ) ∼ ln N, as is
shown in Fig. 5, suggesting their small-world property.
3. A sub-optimal symmetric network growth model
We have two reasons for designing a growth model for optimal symmetric networks. The first reason is that our
optimization algorithm in Section 2 as well as the optimization algorithm proposed by Donetti et al. [19] will lose their
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Fig. 5. The relationship that the average shortest path length L versus the network size N for the optimal symmetric networks with k = 4 and
N = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, the relationship follows L(N ) ∼ ln N.

Fig. 6. A new node (filled node) is gestated in a selected link.

efficiency when the target network size is much large, and although Cayley-graph Ramanujan networks which are close
to the optimal symmetric networks can be easily and fast constructed, some rigorous restrictions on the number of nodes
N and the uniform degree k largely limit their applications [20]. The second reason is that such a growth model will bring
convenience when we have to expand these networks, i.e., we do not have to rebuild them and just need to add some new
nodes to the former networks by following some growth rules.
In Section 2, we know that the optimal symmetric networks have the small-world property, i.e., L(N ) ∼ ln N, so an
eligible sub-optimal symmetric network growth model needs to have the following three qualifications:

• Symmetry: the target network must remain symmetric in its growing process.
• Succession: change the former network as little as possible at every growing step.
• Small world: the resultant network must have the small-world property, i.e., L(N ) ∼ ln N.
3.1. The model
Conforming to the above three conditions, we propose a very simple sub-optimal symmetric network growth model
through the following steps:
(i) Initialization: given the node degree k, the initial symmetric network is a fully connected network with N0 = k + 1
nodes.
(ii) Growing process: at each growing time, k − 1 links of the network are randomly selected following a uniform
distribution, and a new node will be gestated in each of these links, as is shown in Fig. 6, so there are k − 1 new
nodes joining the network at a time. Then connect each pair of these new nodes to ensure that the network remains
symmetric when it grows. The whole growing process is shown in Fig. 7.
(iii) Termination: After T growing times, terminate the growing process, and the resultant symmetric network will have
N = k + 1 + (k − 1)T nodes.
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Fig. 7. The network growing process for k = 3 (top) and k = 4 (bottom) respectively, at each growing time, k − 1 new nodes (filled nodes) connected
with each other as a club is added into the network.

Fig. 8. The topology of a sub-optimal symmetric network derived by our growth model with 200 nodes and 400 links.

Networks derived by our model will be strictly symmetric and have very good succession. At each growing time, only
k − 1 links have to be changed when k − 1 new nodes join the target network. The small-world property of these networks
will be studied particularly in Section 3.2. A sample of the sub-optimal symmetric network derived by our model with 200
nodes and 400 links is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 (top) demonstrates three configurations of our model with the uniform degree k = 3 and N = 10, 14, 24 nodes,
respectively. Their corresponding BFSSTs are shown in Fig. 9 (bottom). By comparing Figs. 9 and 1, we find that the BFSSTs of
the networks derived by our model are indeed less balanced (larger average shortest path length) than those of the optimal
symmetric networks, however, this gap will be relatively diminishing as the network size increases.
3.2. Small-world property
If we define Li as the average shortest path length between the root node i and the remaining part in a BFSST, then the
average shortest path length of the overall symmetric network can be calculated through Eq. (3):
N
P

L=

i=1

N

Li

.

(3)
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Fig. 9. Three networks (top) derived by our model for k = 3 and N = 10, 14, 24 nodes respectively from left to right, and their corresponding broad-first
search spanning trees (BFSSTs) (bottom) with the filled nodes (randomly selected with a uniform distribution) as the root nodes of the trees.

Fig. 10. The trend that the average shortest path length (Lmodel , circle) increases as the network grows, and its corresponding lower bound (Llower , square)
for k = 3. It is shown that Lmodel ∼ ln N , Llower ∼ ln N, and when the network grows to N > 200, the gap between Lmodel and Llower will be almost fixed to
0.63 as the network grows larger.

With the reason that, given number of nodes N and the uniform degree k for a symmetric network, each node in a BFSST at
most has degree k, then Li has its lower bound calculated by Eq. (4):
Llower =

θ
X



ki(k − 1)i−1 + (k + 1) N −

i =1

1 + k((k − 1)θ − 1)
k−2



,

(4)

where θ is defined as Eq. (5):

θ=



ln((N − 1)(k − 2)/k + 1)
ln(k − 1)



.

(5)

Generally, Eq. (4) also represents a lower bound of the average shortest path length of the symmetric networks with N nodes
and degree k.
The trend of the average shortest path length (Lmodel ) increasing as the network grows and the corresponding lower
bound (Llower ) of the average shortest path length are drawn together in Fig. 10, where we can see that both of Lmodel and
Llower increase logarithmically as network grows, and when the network grows to N > 200, the gap between Lmodel and
Llower will be almost fixed to 0.63 as the network grows larger. These results prove that the symmetric networks derived by
our growth model exactly have small-world property.
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4. Performances
Sub-optimal symmetric networks with small-world property derived by our growth model have many favorable
performances, e.g., robustness to node attack, balancing load distribution, and strong synchronizability. In this section, we
will validate these performances through computer simulations.
4.1. Attack and error tolerance
Commonly, there are always several hubs in a heterogeneous network and they play important roles in the connectivity
of the network. So generally speaking, heterogeneous networks are vulnerable to ‘‘attack’’, i.e., if the hubs in such a network
are attacked, the network’s topology will be drastically altered, and the ability of the remaining nodes to communicate
with each other will be weakened rapidly. On the contrary, such a network shows a surprising degree of tolerance against
random ‘‘error’’s, which is mainly because the very small number of hubs possess most of the connections and thus the
random shutdown of several trivial nodes will rarely influence the topology of the network [12–14]. Intuitively, a symmetric
network is more robust to attack but more sensitive to error than a heterogeneous network of the same size. The rigorous
definitions of ‘‘attack’’ and ‘‘error’’ are described as follows:

• Attack: each time the node with highest degree in the remaining network is selected and removed with its links.
• Error: each time a node in the remaining part of the network is randomly chosen and removed with its links.
For the reason that the average shortest path length will be ill-defined, i.e., l(i, j) → ∞, when the network is not
connected, here we adopt the efficiency to measure the communication ability of a network [14,26]. The efficiency E of a
network is defined by Eq. (6):
E=

2

N X
i−1
X

1

N × (N − 1) i=2 j=1 l(i, j)

.

(6)

Thus if there is no path between node i and node j, 1/l(i, j) = 0 will be also well defined. Four different types of networks,
i.e., the BA scale-free network (BA) [2], the ER random network (ER) [24], the symmetric network derived by our growth
model (Model), and the regular network (Regular) [23] (as is shown in Fig. 2(a)), are considered in this simulation, each of
them has 500 nodes and 1000 links. Their attack and error tolerances can be compared by calculating the efficiencies of the
remain networks after attack or error, as is shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b).
In Fig. 11(a), it can be observed that initially the BA scale-free network has the highest efficiency EBA = 0.289; the
symmetric network derived by our growth model has EModel = 0.209, close to that of the ER random network, EER = 0.226;
while the regular network has the lowest efficiency ERegular = 0.043. As the nodes with the highest degree are removed
one by one, as expected, the efficiency of the BA scale-free network decreases very quickly due to its most heterogeneous
topology, whereas the efficiencies of the symmetric network derived by our growth model remains in a relatively higher
level all the time even when 40% nodes are attacked.
On the other hand, the BA scale-free network has the highest degree of tolerance to errors, i.e., the efficiency decreases
very slowly after its nodes are randomly removed, as is shown in Fig. 11(b), from which we also can find that the symmetric
network derived by our growth model has similar error tolerance as the ER random network.
Efficiency can be used to measure the communication performance of a network [26]. So from this simulation, the high
efficiency of the symmetric network derived by our growth model and its strong robustness to attack tell us that such a
network may be very welcome in those area concerned with warfare, e.g., the military area.
4.2. Load distribution
The hub-based topology helps a network to become a real ‘‘small world’’, i.e., each pair of nodes are linked by a very
short path. However, the fact is that the shortest path routing strategy [16,17] is widely used in communication and most
of these shortest paths will pass by a small number of hubs, which will increase the loads on the hubs dramatically as the
network gets busy, thus making the load distribution of such hub-based networks severely imbalanced. This is the main
reason causing congestion problems in most real-world networks [15–17]. Recent research about the congestion problems
focuses on how to make a tradeoff between the load balancing and the shortest path routing, that is, when the loads of the
nodes on the shortest path are very heavy, one may select another idler path although its length may be much longer [5,27].
Obviously, the load distribution of a network is determined by the topology of the network and the way tasks are
generated. In this paper, tasks are generated randomly with a uniform distribution and the shortest path routing strategy is
adopted. That is, at each time, a packet is transmitted along a shortest path from a sender node to a receiver node, both of
which are randomly selected from the network with a uniform distribution. If the packet passes by node i, the load Load(i) on
node i will increase by 1. The process is repeated 104 times. Four different types of networks, i.e., the BA scale-free network,
the randomly grown (RG) network [28], the symmetric network derived by our growth model (Model), and the regular
network (Regular), each of which has 500 nodes and 1000 links, are tested. It should be noted that because the connectivity
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Fig. 11. Changes in the efficiency of the network as a function of the fraction of the removed nodes. Four different types of networks, i.e., the BA scalefree network (BA), the ER random network (ER), the symmetric network derived by our growth model (Model), and the regular network (Regular) are
considered, each of them has 500 nodes and 1000 links. (a) Attack: each time the node with highest degree in the remaining network is selected and
removed with its links. (b) Error: each time a node in the remaining network is randomly chosen and removed with its links.

of an ER random network cannot be guaranteed when the network is much sparse, here we adopt another type of random
network, i.e., RG network, as a substitute. In Fig. 12, it is shown that the symmetric network derived by our growth model
has the best load balancing ability, i.e., the loads on this network are uniformly distributed with a relatively low variance.
To compare quantitatively, we calculate the average loads Load for the four networks and the load variances Var through
Eqs. (7) and (8):
N
P

Load =

Load(i)

i =1

N
P
i=1

N

,

(7)

(Load(i) − Load)2

.
(8)
N
The average loads and the load variances of the four different types of networks are shown in Table 1, where we can
find that small average shortest path length always leads to low average load, i.e., each of the three small-world networks
Var =
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Fig. 12. Load distributions for four different types of networks, i.e., the BA scale-free network (BA), the randomly grown (RG) network, the symmetric
network derived by our growth model (Model), and the regular network (Regular). Each of these networks has 500 nodes and 1000 links.
Table 1
The average loads load and the load variances Var for four different types of networks, i.e., the BA scale-free network (BA), the randomly grown (RG)
network, the symmetric network derived by our growth model (Model), and the regular network (Regular). Each of these networks has 500 nodes and
1000 links.
Types

load

Var

BA
RG
Model
Regular

94.47
109.0
125.2
1272

5.296 × 104
1.365 × 104
711.1
3.273 × 104

Table 2
The minimum non-zero eigenvalue λ2 and the maximum eigenvalue λN of the Laplacian matrix and the ratio between them λN /λ2 for four different types
of networks, i.e., the BA scale-free network (BA), the randomly grown (RG) network, the symmetric network derived by our growth model (Model), and
the regular network (Regular). Each of these networks has 500 nodes and 1000 links.
Types

λ2

λN

λN /λ2

BA
RG
Model
Regular

0.560
0.482
0.457
7.90 × 10−4

50.0
20.6
7.35
6.25

89.3
42.8
16.1
7.92 × 103

including the BA scale-free network, the random grown network, and the symmetric network derived by our growth model
has a similar average load which is much lower than that of the regular network, whereas the homogenization cannot
guarantee the low variance, e.g., the regular network has the similar variance as the BA scale-free network and the random
grown network. From Table 1, we know that the symmetric network derived by our model has the smallest load variance
as well as the relatively low average load, which ensure that such a topology will be very useful for solving the congestion
problem without worsening the communication performance much even just using the shortest path routing strategy.
4.3. Synchronizability
The ratio of the maximum eigenvalue λN to the minimum non-zero eigenvalue λ2 (for connected networks) are often
adopted to quantify the synchronizability of a network. The larger the ratio, the more difficult it is to synchronize the
oscillators, and vice versa [11,18,19].
Here we calculate λ2 , λN , and the ratio λN /λ2 for four different types of networks, i.e., the BA scale-free network, the
randomly grown (RG) network, the symmetric network derived by our growth model (Model), and the regular network
(Regular), with 500 nodes and 1000 links each. The results are shown in Table 2. In this table, we can find that the shortest
path length mainly affects the value of λ2 and the heterogeneity chiefly influences the value of λN , i.e., the three smallworld networks including the BA scale-free network, the random grown network, and the symmetric network derived by
our growth model have relatively large values of λ2 and the two homogeneous networks containing the symmetric network
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derived by our growth model and the regular network have relatively small values of λN . And the symmetric network
derived by our growth model has the smallest ratio λN /λ2 suggesting that such a topology will largely enhance the network
synchronizability.
5. Summary
In this paper, under the guidance of Donetti et al.’s work on entangled networks, we provide a constrained optimization
algorithm to get optimal symmetric networks through implementing the constraint of homogeneity and the objective
function of average path length. It is shown that synchronizability of the target network is enhanced linearly when the
average shortest path length is shortened as the optimization proceeds, which indicates that the resultant networks are
very close to those entangled networks. However, although the optimization algorithm presented in this paper is more
efficient than that of Donetti et al., it is also time-consuming when the network size gets much large. In order to overcome
such an obstacle, a growth model is proposed to get large scale sub-optimal symmetric networks in this paper. Numerical
simulations show that the symmetric networks derived by our growth model not only have small-world property, but also
have many other similar favorable performances as entangled networks, e.g., robustness against errors and attacks, very
good load balancing ability, and strong synchronizability.
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